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Xany recent research investigations substantiate the claim that the

teacher is the most significant factor in determining whether children will

be successful in learning to read. This allegation does not say that

materials and methods are of no consequence but rather to imply that the

artful teacher is the essential varible in a successful program. Evidence

to support this generalization comes from many respected sources. Harris

and Morrison (6, p.339) reported in their CRAF2 Project that differences in

mean reading scores within ec.ch method were larger than differences between

methods and approaches. They concluded, "the results of the study have

indicated that the teacher is far more important than the method. Costly

procedures such as smaller classes and provision of auxiliary personnel

may continue to give disappointing results if teaching skills are not

improved."
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(7, n.153) evaluated three ::.rou.1.,inG procedur for teachinG

readinG. ,".,
illustrzttes

He concluded t: ""'- ":-- "--

r.:cot dlearly is that the influence of the teacher is greater than that of

2"rticular method, a certain variety of :aterialo, or a s2ecific 1:lan of

orGanization. Given a Good teacher other factors in tc.ac:ling reedinG tend

to 2ale to insignificance."

Bond and .iy.cs.ra (2 in their linal re-ort fols the

center for the first grade studies concluded, "future research mit

center on teacher and learninc- situation characteristics rather then method

and materials. The tremendous range amonG classrooms within any method

points out the imr.ortance of elements in the learning situation over and

above the methods employed. To improve rez.ding iL6truotion it is necessary

to train better teachers of reading than to expect a panacea in the form

of materials."

The aforementioned findings suggest that aention must be paid to

the ways in which teachers can be better prepared to teach reading. "They

also suggest that it is futile to look for simple paaaceas independent

of the teaching situation" (5,. p.114).

We have substantiated the allegation that the teacher is the key to

the improvement of reading instruction. Where do we go from here?

According to Faya.p.l19), "the first and most obvious place is teacher

education." To improve pupil achievement in reading, one should look

first at the teacher,
paraprofessional, tutor, or volunteer and his training.

"This, then, puts the responsibility squarely upon the shoulders of those

who are engaged in teacher education, both pre- and in-service teachers
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'i:hat teacher characteriaticn or teaching behavicre tend to differentiate

the effective teacher of readin;:,- from the iaeffective ca:e? The velumes of

behaviors ontennibly do not contain the ans::ers. Generally, the dencribed

invisible character ecen not
.

"She le) hen beaa found

to be cooperative, syLpathetic and poised. She in well-groomed, healthy,

imaginative, and cooperative. She -ets along well with her co-worera and
a

_,,\ --oN
out.Q

comments that if the goal is that all should learn, "...the teacher

be prepared to be a master diagnostician capable of determining what in

needed to make it possible for those many children whose needs are demen-

strabiy different from those clustered in the middle of the group.

answer is not to be found in discussing method A versus method 3, but rather

in dete::-.1ining what to do to make it possible for learners to learn."

This quality makes it imperative that the teacher be "a master decision-

ma:cer selecting this approach and that material, using this device or that

parsam - paraprofessional or specialist - to insure that students are

progressing toward clearly defined goals" (5, p.119).

Teacher education programs in colleges and universities are changing.

Professional organizations as International Reading Association, College

Reading Association and the National Reading Center, headed by competent

.
specialists, are working assiduously toward preparing definitive volumes on

the preoaration of teachers and auxilliary personnel to teach reading

and reading-related activities. New developments such as microteaching,

self-analysis of one's own recorded teaching, pre- and in-service train-

ing, and competency based models for training teachers of reading
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ana volunteers represent a critical i.63;;C: in readihg and in 17,-articulr tna,.

of personnel and trainin-.
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and the lational ;:eadin: Cent:1r are working cooperatively in efforts to

promote

The -,:erk of :11son nc his coliea-ues Inaicat,s
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have much to contribute to the school's aucceos ih teaching reading.

The national right to read effort, national committees and CO=i3Si:=Z5

and professional organizations have all bean launched, or organized to find

ways to better prepare teacners to teach reading. "One can truly view the

future with optimism as these efforts reflect a more general ferment that

will most certainly lead to change" (5, pp. 120-121).

A final, but by no means the least, critical issue concerning personnel

and training 4.s the inclusion of characteristics in human relations and

the affective domain. There is sufficient evidence available now that

minority ethnic children will learn to read if they are taught and that they

wiia not learn if they are approached as if they cannot learn. If minority

ethnic children "are taught, accepted, respected, and a.,)proached as if

they are human beings, the average performance of these children may ap-

proach and evenutally reach the norm performance of other human beings who

are so taught" (3, p. 138).

Teaching strategies and skills an:, important. Teachers need to know
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a,Idition, the'r need to
be croati,:_;, imaginat:ve and so

t:ley can think on their feet and try a vdriety of a2preaches to reach

childre.1 and to develop lifeti::.e reders.

Teac.ners need to kno:: ::.ore about st-,:dents, their abilities, the':

in'Lereots, their attitudes., t:leir CX::0.2:CC:3 and their needs.

'2eachin- should be-:- w'-' conce-,:t of reality.

concept of being- now.
. - -

-
&CCA41... kw: k,<.:

children as wonderful creations .,:ho bring certain feelings, certain ii-

ties, certain experiences to tne classroom. Life out of the classroom

oe far more significant tnan life in the classroom, and the teatner

should bring the two toLether. Only the teacner who takes the -time to

understand the child, his world, his skills, his values and his hopes can

ever make school, learning, and reading a magical, marvelous, meaningful

experience for each child" (8, p.30l).

The critical issues in reading instruction concerning personnel and

training are issues for teachers and students in all ethnic groups. Black

teachers and students are no exceptions.
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